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The New BMW 8 Series Is Finally Revealed!
Luxury Vehicle Has Poise, Imposing Lateral & Longitudinal Dynamic Performance
Presenting the redeinition of
the sports car - The new BMW 8
Series Coupe combines imposing
lateral and longitudinal dynamic
performance with poise, assurance and luxury over long distances. The new BMW 8 Series
Coupe opens a further chapter in
the brand’s successful sports car
history and kicks off the premium
manufacturer’s model initiative
in the luxury segment.
An unrivalled combination
of inspiring sportiness and contemporary luxury, assured longdistance comfort and innovative
user-operation, driver assistance
and connectivity technology.
Market launch in November 2018 with two model variants: The BMW M850i xDrive
Coupe M Performance model
with new, 390 kW/530 hp V8
engine (fuel consumption combined: 10.5 – 10.0 l/100 km [26.9
– 28.3 mpg imp]; CO2 emissions combined: 240 – 228 g/km)
and BMW 840d xDrive Coupe
with six-cylinder in-line diesel
unit developing 235 kW/320 hp
(fuel consumption combined:
6.2 – 5.9 l/100 km [45.6 – 47.9
mpg imp]; CO2 emissions combined: 164 – 154 g/km). Power
transfer in both cases is via a further developed eight-speed Steptronic transmission.
Body structure, drive technology and suspension focus
squarely on achieving the elite
dynamic performance expected
of a top-class sports car. Development parallel to the BMW M8
and the BMW M8 GTE endurance racer. Low centre of gravity,
well-balanced weight distribution, lightweight construction using aluminium, magnesium and
carbon-ibre-reinforced plastic
(CFRP), aerodynamically optimised and virtually lift-free body,
powerful engines, sports exhaust
system, rear axle differential
lock, extremely stiff body and
suspension structure. Adaptive
M suspension, Integral Active

Steering and mixed-size tyres
come as standard. Active roll stabilisation optionally available for
the BMW M850i xDrive Coupe.
Emotionally powerful styling
with new, pared-back design language, elegantly lowing lines,
low-slung body, long bonnet,
heavily tapered glasshouse, powerful shoulderline, distinctive
“double-bubble” roof contouring, long rear window widening
towards its lower edge, typical
sports car proportions with an
exterior length of 4,843 mm,
a width of 1,902 mm, a height
of 1,341 mm and a 2,822 mm
wheelbase.
Slimmest headlights of any
BMW model to date. LED headlights as standard, Adaptive LED
Headlights and BMW Laserlight
with Selective Beam and extended high beam range of up to 600

metres available as options.
Relaxed and luxurious interior ambience, longitudinally
oriented lines and surfaces direct
the eye forward onto the road.
Clearly structured arrangement
of controls underscores the focus
on the driver and the importance
attached to delivering a sporty
and dynamic driving experience.
Low seating position on redesigned sports seats, Vernasca
leather trim as standard. Two
rear seats also have a low seating position, rendering headrests
unnecessary. Automatic boot lid
operation also standard; luggage
capacity: 420 litres. 50 : 50 spilt/
folding rear seat backrest for increased stowage space.
M Sport package with speciic
design and equipment features
that additionally emphasise the
car’s dynamic character: gener-

ously dimensioned air intakes,
19-inch M light-alloy wheels,
M Sport braking system, multifunction seats, M leather steering
wheel, illuminated door sills with
M logo. The BMW M Performance model comes with features
including 20-inch M light-alloy
wheels and high-performance
tyres, speciic M Sport braking
system, exclusive exterior elements in Cerium Grey, stainless
steel mesh interior trim strips
and illuminated door sills boasting the model designation. Also
available at market launch are
the M Technic Sport Package and
model-speciic BMW Individual
features.
New generation of the M Performance TwinPower Turbo V8
engine combines addictively dynamic power delivery with a characteristic eight-cylinder engine

sound. 4.4-litre displacement,
newly developed twin-scroll turbochargers located within the
V-shaped space between the cylinder banks, optimised petrol direct injection, VALVETRONIC
and Double-VANOS, maximum
output up by 50 kW/68 hp without weight increase, maximum
torque of 750 Nm (553 lb-ft) between 1,800 und 4,600 rpm.
Driving Experience Control
switch including ADAPTIVE
mode. Clearly perceptible set-up
differentiation between COMFORT and ECO Pro modes at one
end of the spectrum and SPORT
and SPORT+ modes at the other.
Neatly judged management of
powertrain and suspension systems enables clear focus on dynamic performance, as well as effortless handling in urban trafic
and a high level of long-distance
comfort.Parking Assistant – automated guidance for parallel and
perpendicular parking. Reversing
Assistant steers the vehicle when
reversing over a distance of up to
80 metres on the same course as
the last completed forward parking manoeuvre. Parking Assistant
Plus additionally with Surround
View, Top View, Panorama View
and Remote 3D View.
Pricing information has not yet
been released, but expect that to
become available closer to the
models market launch.

Historic Win For Toyota Gazoo Racing At Le Mans
TORONTO: TOYOTA GAZOO Racing won the 86th Le
Mans 24 Hours, taking an historic irst victory at its 20th attempt.
Sébastien Buemi, Kazuki Nakajima and Fernando Alonso in the
#8 TS050 HYBRID started from
pole position and took the chequered lag after 388 tense and
often dramatic laps at the Circuit de La Sarthe to extend their
lead in the FIA World Endurance
Championship (WEC).
Mike Conway, Kamui Ko-

bayashi and José María López,
who led for long periods in the
#7 TS050 HYBRID, made it a
perfect result for TOYOTA with
second place in front of 256,900
fans. TOYOTA, which had entered 47 cars at Le Mans prior to
this weekend’s race and inished
on the podium six times, becomes only the second Japanese
manufacturer to win at La Sarthe,
while Kazuki is the irst Japanese
driver to win in a Japanese car.
The result is a culmination of

intense and determined efforts by
TOYOTA GAZOO Racing colleagues from Higashi-Fuji and
Cologne to continually enhance
its hybrid-electric technology,
which won this weekend’s race
using 35% less fuel than in 2012,
when it returned to endurance
racing.
The two TS050 HYBRIDs
were evenly matched throughout
the 5,286km and swapped places
several times during a race which
featured its share of drama for

the leaders. Two stop-go penalties for the #8 car, compared to
one for the sister car, required an
impressive night time stint from
Fernando to come back into contention on a day when all drivers performed exceptionally in a
high-pressure environment.
A late fuel issue dropped the
#7 car off the lead lap so Kazuki
took the chequered lag for the #8
with a lead of two laps. The #3
Rebellion inished third.
After a nine-week break, TOY-

OTA GAZOO Racing will return
to action on 17-19 August with
the 6 Hours of Silverstone, the
third round of the 2018-19 WEC
season.
Akio Toyoda, President, TOYOTA Motor Corporation: “Finally, we won 24 Hours of Le Mans
this year. Of course this is another
step towards the next challenge
so I would like to ask your continuous support from now on too.
Thank you very much. “Thank
you for driving all out!”

